ANSWER TO Insight into RedGil's
Recent De-listing on IDEX
Saturday Nov. 10. 2018
Let's first say that idex redgil offered the relisting. However, Redgil's requirements are a
complete support and control and verification of idex directly. Unfortunately, idex has only
send some links from companies that are present on the internet to us. And said now, take
care of it yourself. We do not let the devil send us to Belzebub. Idex had the opportunity to
clean up and satisfy their damaged customers. that is in our opinion the duty of idex especially
idex through the uptake to trading this scam has made possible. Redgil has forbidden idex in
writing to publish unspoken news. Unfortunately idex prefers to protect itself and spread false
facts.

Here are our Statement
Idex has written :
We confirmed that all individuals on the project were presenting themselves
accurately, matched the profiles of those on the site, and that we were listing the
correct token contract.
-Wrong: the ceo not was presented redgil not was presented and gilpay not
was presented. Nobody of us know of this Listing . Nobody inform us. We
never had access to this token. We never had any Contact with Idex before
delisting. It was not checked whether this token is the right one. Not with
Redsoft with at Gilpay and not at the ceo.The Partie whos create the Token no
have a valid Contract with Redgil.

Idex has written :
Since the incident, we requested (and were provided) legal documentation that
confirms that the relationship between RedGil and RedSoft is in fact legitimate. We
also received copies of communications that demonstrate that members of the
RedSoft organization, including the CEO, were aware of said relationship.
-Wrong: a valid Contract for the Relationsship do not exsist . The Contract
that this third partie present idex after delisting was cancelled months ago.
A new Contract signed not exsist . So a valid Contract not exsist.

Idex has written :
Regarding the incident itself, we have learned that RedSoft used a third-party service
to manage their token sale, and that this third-party created and controlled both the
minting wallet and the web domains. The third-party promised RedSoft that control of
both would be transferred to them at the end of the ICO.
-partially wrong : the third party provider was to transfer the access to the
token and the webside to redsoft and the ceo before the start of ico. this had
never happened.the acsesses that redsoft and the ceo received were useless /
wrong. The pre- ICO never starts and so never ends. idex has never verified
this.This was also a reason to cancel the contract months ago. Furthermore, a
lawyer has written months ago on the instruction of redsoft and the ceo the

third party provider not to use the domain and to shut is down. At this Time
shut it down but moths later a little time before the listing this domain was
reactivated with wrong contents. an authorization from ceo resoft or gilpay to
use this site in a listing process has never existed. it would also be strange
because redsoft, gilpay and the ceo per lawyer months before the closure of
the domain redgil-ico.io have ordered. idex has never verified this.

Idex has written :
However, after 1 day of trading on IDEX, the third party sold the remainder of the
treasury tokens, shutdown the ICO website, and ceased communication with RedSoft
(the distribution and consolidation of treasury tokens are visible via transactions on
EtherScan). When RedSoft realized that the third-party was no longer cooperative,
they put up a notice on their site labeling the token a scam and warned customers
not to purchase it.
wrong :The statement is grotesque. It has someone without our knowledge
without informing us without a signature for the permission of idexlisting
together with idex just so the listing is done. With a webside with wrong
content. the completed pre-ipo has never been verified by index. However, the
one site with false content allowed for listing is surprising us. For this reason
we have published that project Redgil ,,on this page,, redgi-ico.io,, is scam. So
the Trades based of this is scam.
only by chance we found out that redgil is listed on idex.thanks god. probably
it would continue today and the damage would be immense.
Idex and there klients should really thank us for that.

About the KYC from IDEX !!!!!!!!
a KYC means that all eventualities must be considered in the material sense and in
the sense of completeness.
materially, idex have failed to verify whether the company redsoft exsist in real ?
their license are exsist ? and gilpay are exsist ? (here would have been a short mail
to redsoft, gilpay or to the ceo been meaningful, hello there you are you licensed ?)
The CEO signed nothing between redgil and idex .No Listing-contract nothing.
in the sense of completeness idex have failed to ask the ceo,gilpay and the redsoft
you know from the listing of your company..
(also a short mail would have been enough) Moreover, idex did not verify redsoft on
their kyc, did not verify the ultimate beneficial owner/CEO and did not verify the
completed pre ipo phases and idex don’t verify that the Homeageowner redgil-ico.io
is Redsoft or the ceo. There are legal requirements for carrying out a kyc
Nothing of this happened.
Unfortunately, we have to inform that IDEX have failed in the area KYC total.
- a single sentence would have been enough ! 5 minutes of Work.. ,,then we would
have stopped the listing before start and could declare everything void,,

Very curious to mention is: we send to idex at the Deliisting day ( Sunday) at 15:10
German time Messages to stop trading at redgil because it is a scam. only about 2
hours later at 17:17 German time idex write in his Livechat : that after an
investigation idex will work to remove this token. And in the message was written : it
shoud be removed in the near future.
-although a very aggressive trading has taken place ! ????
Then 2 ½ Hours later at 17:42 German Time idex answer on the message from the
ceo that idex have forwarded the messagel to the propper personnel to handle this
matter. Although a very aggressive trade has taken place on Redgil !?!?
unfortunately, only hours later the trade was completely set. the customers have the
damage.
the most explosive question arises: where was the compliance officer and the
security officer at this time? do these exist at idex ?? we mean this must be because
idex work in digital financial sector..
And speed and safety have top priority there, we are newcomers to the crypt world,
but this is known to everyone.
we were able to discover randomly
only a day later when redgil was new-listed on idex to coincidence that redgil is listed
on idex. No one has ever informed redgil or the ceo. the listing happened in secret
behind our back between third and idex. immediately after discovery, we immediately
notified idex.
It is inexplicably that idex is on the homepage of: icoallstars.com as a listingpartner
with logo presented.This icoallstars was one of the third part in the cacelled contract
months ago and creator of the domain : redgil-ico.io .
4 days ago, we drew attention to the idex ceo. the answer was: I dont know these
icoallstars.com I did not never hear of it. idex is still on this home page as a listing
partner. apparently this does not interest the ceo of idex. strangely the idex allows to
be on the homepage of a company she does not know and which is involved in a
fraud. the reasons for this are still hidden at the moment.
If Idex is sure everything was alright, why did Idex Redgil's statement be repealed
and delist ? As an official letter, signed by the CEO, deceives everyone, Idex
received the first day a day later. Interestingly, the idex then completed the delisting
without a verifiable official statement. this gives the impression that idex was not sure
of the correctness of the matter. or something else has taken place behind the
scenes. but that will find out the sec and fbi.
-our lawyers are working with high pressure on the matterWe hope that this case will make many companies and investors think.
Best regards redsoft,gilpay & ceo

